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Motivated by a quaternionic formulation of quantum mechanics, we discuss quater-
nionic and complex linear differential equations. We touch only a few aspects of
the mathematical theory, namely the resolution of the second order differential
equations with constant coefficients. We overcome the problems coming out from
the loss of the fundamental theorem of the algebra for quaternions and propose a
practical method to solve quaternionic and complex linear second order differential
equations with constant coefficients. The resolution of the complex linear Schro¨-
dinger equation, in the presence of quaternionic potentials, represents an interesting
application of the mathematical material discussed in this paper. ©2001 Ameri-
can Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1360195#

I. INTRODUCTION

There is substantial literature analyzing the possibility to discuss quantum systems by
ing quaternionic wave functions.1–14 This research field has been attacked by a number of pe
leading to substantial progress. In the last years, many articles,15–31 review papers32–34 and
books35–37 provided a detailed investigation of group theory, eigenvalue problem, scatt
theory, relativistic wave equations, Lagrangian formalism and variational calculus within a qu
nionic formulation of quantum mechanics and field theory. In this context, by observing tha
formulation of physical problems in mathematical terms often requires the study of partial d
ential equations, we develop the necessary theory to solve quaternionic and complex line
ferential equations. The main difficulty in carrying out the solution of quaternionic differe
equations is obviously represented by the noncommutative nature of the quaternionic fiel
standard methods of resolution break down and, consequently, we need to modify the cl
approach. It is not our purpose to develop a complete quaternionic theory of differential equa
This exceeds the scope of this paper. The main objective is to include what seemed to b
important for an introduction to this subject. In particular, we restrict ourselves to second
differential equations and give a practical method to solve such equations when quater
constant coefficients appear.

Some of the results given in this paper can be obtained by translation into a com
formalism.15,16,31Nevertheless, many subtleties of quaternionic calculus are often lost by usin
translation trick. See, for example, the difference between quaternionic and complex geom
quantum mechanics,32,34generalization of variational calculus,9,10 the choice of a one-dimensiona
quaternionic Lorentz group for special relativity,21 the new definitions of transpose and determ
nant for quaternionic matrices.29 A wholly quaternionic derivation of the general solution
second order differential equations requires a detailed discussion of the fundamental theo
algebra for quaternions, a revision of the resolution methods and a quaternionic generaliza
the complex results.

a!Electronic mail: deleo@ime.unicamp.br
b!Electronic mail: ducati@mat.ufpr.br
22360022-2488/2001/42(5)/2236/30/$18.00 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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The study of quaternionic linear second order differential equations with constant coeffi
is based on the explicit resolution of the characteristic quadratic equation.38–41We shall show that
the loss of fundamental theorem of the algebra for quaternions does not represent a prob
solving quaternionic linear second order differential equations with constant coefficients.
there, we introduce more advanced concepts, like diagonalization and Jordan form for q
nionic and complex linear matrix operators, which are developed in detail in the re
literature22–31and we apply them to solve quaternionic and complex linear second order diff
tial equations with constant coefficients.

As an application of the mathematical material presented in this paper, we discuss the
plex linear Schro¨dinger equation in the presence of quaternionic potentials and solve suc
equation for stationary states and constant potentials. We also calculate the relation betw
reflection and transmition coefficients for the step and square potential and give the quate
solution for bound states.

This work was intended as an attempt at motivating the study of quaternionic and com
linear differential equations in view of their future applications within a quaternionic formula
of quantum mechanics. In particular, our future objective is to understand the role that
equations could play in developing nonrelativistic quaternionic quantum dynamics4 and the mean-
ing that quaternionic potentials15,16 could play in discussing CP violation in the kaon system.36

In order to give a clear exposition and to facilitate access to the individual topics, the se
are rendered as self-contained as possible. In Sec. II, we review some of the standard c
used in quaternionic quantum mechanics, i.e., state vector, probability interpretation, scala
uct and left/right quaternionic operators.29,35,42–45Section III contains a brief discussion of th
momentum operator. In Sec. IV, we summarize without proofs the relevant material on q
nionic eigenvalue equations from Ref. 31. Section V is devoted to the study of the
dimensional Schro¨dinger equation in quaternionic quantum mechanics. Sections VI and VII
vide a detailed exposition of quaternionic and complex linear differential equations. In Sec.
we apply the results of previous sections to the one-dimensional Schro¨dinger equation with quater
nionic constant potentials. Our conclusions are drawn in the final section.

II. STATES AND OPERATORS IN QUATERNIONIC QUANTUM MECHANICS

In this section, we give a brief survey of the basic mathematical tools used in quatern
quantum mechanics.32–37 The quantum state of a particle is defined, at a given instant, b
quaternionic wave function interpreted as a probability amplitude given by

C~r !5@ f 01h•f#~r !, ~1!

whereh5( i , j ,k), f5( f 1 , f 2 , f 3) and f m :R3→R, m50,1,2,3. The probabilistic interpretation o
this wave function requires that it belong to the Hilbert vector space of square-integrable
tions. We shall denote byF the set of wave functions composed of sufficiently regular functi
of this vector space. The same functionC(r ) can be represented by several distinct sets
components, each one corresponding to the choice of a particular basis. With each pair of el
of F, C(r ), andF(r ), we associate the quaternionic scalar product,

~C,F!5E d3r C̄~r !F~r !, ~2!

where

C̄~r !5@ f 02h•f#~r ! ~3!

represents the quaternionic conjugate ofC(r ).
A quaternionic linear operator,OH , associates with every wave functionC(r )PF another

wave functionOHC(r )PF, the correspondence being linear from the right onH,
aded 23 Apr 2001 to 143.106.96.190. Redistribution subject to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jmp/jmpcr.jsp
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OH@C1~r !q11C2~r !q2#5@OHC1~r !#q11@OHC2~r !#q2 ,

q1,2PH. Due to the noncommutative nature of the quaternionic field we need to introduce
plex and real linear quaternionic operators, respectively, denoted byOC andOR , the correspon-
dence being linear from the right onC andR

OC@C1~r !z11C2~r !z2#5@OCC1~r !#z11@OCC2~r !#z2 ,

OR@C1~r !l11C2~r !l2#5@OHC1~r !#l11@OHC2~r !#l2 ,

z1,2PC andl1,2PR.
As a concrete illustration of these operators let us consider the case of a finite

n-dimensional, quaternionic Hilbert space. The wave functionC(r ) will then be a column vector,

C5S C1

C2

A
Cn

D , C1,2, . . . ,nPF.

Quaternionic, complex and real linear operators will be represented byn3n quaternionic matrices
Mn@A^ O#, whereO represents the space of real operators acting on the components ofC and
A5(AH ,AC ,AR) denote the real algebras,

AH : $1, L , R, L* R%16,

AC : $1, L , Ri , LRi%8 ,

AR : $1, L%4 ,

generated by the left and right operators,

Lª~Li ,L j ,Lk!, Rª~Ri ,Rj ,Rk!, ~4!

and by the mixed operators,

L* Rª$LpRq%, p,q5 i , j ,k. ~5!

The action of these operators on the quaternionic wave functionC is given by

LC[hC, RC[Ch.

The operatorsL andR satisfy the left/right quaternionic algebra,

Li
25L j

25Lk
25LiL jLk5Ri

25Rj
25Rk

25RkRjRi521,

and the following commutation relations:

@Lp ,Rq#50.

III. SPACE TRANSLATIONS AND QUATERNIONIC MOMENTUM OPERATOR

Space translation operators in quaternionic quantum mechanics are defined in the coo
representation by the real linear anti-Hermitian operator,36

[~]x ,]y ,]z!. ~6!
aded 23 Apr 2001 to 143.106.96.190. Redistribution subject to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jmp/jmpcr.jsp
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To construct an observable momentum operator we must look for a Hermitian operator that
the properties of the momentum expected by analogy with the momentum operator in co
quantum mechanics. The choice of the quaternionic linear operator,

PL52Li\, ~7!

as a Hermitian momentum operator, would appear completely satisfactory, until we consid
translation invariance for quaternionic Hamiltonians,Hq . In fact, due to the presence of the le
acting imaginary uniti , the momentum operator~7! does not commute with thej /k-part of Hq .
Thus, although this definition of the momentum operator gives a Hermitian operator, we
return to the anti-Hermitian operator to get a translation generator,@,Hq#50. A second pos-
sibility to be considered is represented by the complex linear momentum operator, introduc
Rotelli in Ref. 44,

PR52Ri\. ~8!

The commutator ofPR with a quaternionic linear operatorOH gives

@PR ,O#C5\@O,#C i .

Taking OH to be a translation invariant quaternionic HamiltonianHq , we have

@PR ,Hq#50.

However, this second definition of the momentum operator has the following problem: the
plex linear momentum operatorPR does not represent a quaternionic Hermitian operator. In f
by computing the difference

~C,PRF!2~F,PRC!,

which should vanish for a Hermitian operatorPR , we find

~C,PRF!2~PRC,F!5\@ i ,~C,F!#, ~9!

which is in general nonvanishing. There is one important case in which the right-hand side
~9! does vanish. The operatorPR gives a satisfactory definition of the Hermitian momentu
operator when restricted to acomplex geometry,45 that is acomplex projectionof the quaternionic
scalar product, (C,PRF)C . Note that the assumption of a complex projection of the quaterni
scalar product does not imply complex wave functions. The state of quaternionic quantum
chanics with complex geometry will be again described by vectors of a quaternionic Hilbert s
In quaternionic quantum mechanics with complex geometry observables can be represente
quaternionic Hermitian operator,H, obtained taking thespectral decomposition31 of the corre-
sponding anti-Hermitian operator,A, or simply by the complex linear operator,2ARi , obtained
by multiplying A by the operator representing the right action of the imaginary uniti . These two
possibilities represent equivalent choices in describing quaternionic observables within a q
nionic formulation of quantum mechanics based on complex geometry. In this scenario, the
plex linear operatorPR has all the expected properties of the momentum operator. It satisfie
standard commutation relations with the coordinates. It is a translation generator. Finally,
resents aquaternionic observable. A review of quaternionic and complexified quaternionic qua
tum mechanics by adopting a complex geometry is found in Ref. 34.

IV. OBSERVABLES IN QUATERNIONIC QUANTUM MECHANICS

In a recent paper,31 we find a detailed discussion of eigenvalue equations within a quatern
formulation of quantum mechanics with quaternionic and complex geometry. Quaternionic e
aded 23 Apr 2001 to 143.106.96.190. Redistribution subject to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jmp/jmpcr.jsp
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value equations for quaternionic and complex linear operators require eigenvalues from the
In particular, without loss of generality, we can reduce the eigenvalue problem for quatern
and complex linear anti-Hermitian operatorsAPMn@AH^ O# to

ACm5Cmlmi , m51,2,. . . ,n, ~10!

wherelm are real eigenvalues.
There is an important difference between the structure of Hermitian operators in comple

quaternionic quantum mechanics. In complex quantum mechanics we can always trivially
an anti-Hermitian operator,A, to a Hermitian operator,H, by removing a factori , i.e.,A5 iH . In
general, due to the noncommutative nature of the quaternionic field, this does not apply to q
nionic quantum mechanics.

Let $Cm% be a set of normalized eigenvectors ofA with complex imaginary eigenvalue
$ ilm%. The anti-Hermitian operatorA is then represented by

A5(
r 51

n

C rl r iC r
† , ~11!

whereC†
ªC̄ t. It is easy to verify that

ACm5(
r 51

n

C r l r iC r
†Cm5(

r 51

n

C rl r id rm5Cmlmi .

In quaternionic quantum mechanics with quaternionic geometry,36 the observable correspondin
to the anti-Hermitian operatorA is represented by the following Hermitian quaternionic line
operator:

H5(
r 51

n

C rl rC r
† . ~12!

The action of these operators on the eigenvectorsCm gives

HCm5Cmlm .

The eigenvalues of the operatorH are real and eigenvectors corresponding to different eigenva
are orthogonal.

How to relate the Hermitian operatorH to the anti-Hermitian operatorA? A simple calcula-
tion shows that the operatorsLiH andHLi does not satisfy the same eigenvalue equation ofA. In
fact,

LiHCm5FLiS (
r 51

n

C rl rC r
†D GCm5 i (

r 51

n

C rl rC r
†Cm5 iCmlm

and

HLiCm5F S (
r 51

n

C rl rC r
†D Li GCm5(

r 51

n

C rl rC r
†iCm .

These problems can be avoided by using the right operatorRi instead of the left operatorLi . In
fact, the operatorHRi satisfies the same eigenvalue equation ofA,

HRiCm5F S (
r 51

n

C rl rC r
†DRi GCm5(

r 51

n

C rl rC r
†Cmi 5Cmlmi .
aded 23 Apr 2001 to 143.106.96.190. Redistribution subject to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jmp/jmpcr.jsp
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The eigenvalues of the operator2ARi are real and eigenvectors corresponding to different eig
values are orthogonal. The right hermiticity of this operator is recovered within a quatern
formulation of quantum mechanics based on complex geometry.34

When the space state is finite-dimensional, it is always possible to form a basis wit
eigenvectors of the operatorsH and2ARi . When the space state is infinite-dimensional, this is
longer necessarily the case. So, it is useful to introduce a new concept, that of an observa
definition, the Hermitian operatorsH or 2ARi are observables if the orthonormal system
vectors forms a basis in the state space.

In quaternionic quantum mechanics with quaternionic geometry, the Hermitian operato
responding to the anti-Hermitian operatorA of Eq. ~11! is thus given by the operatorH of Eq.
~12!. By adopting a complex geometry, observables can also be represented by complex
Hermitian operators obtained by multiplying the corresponding anti-Hermitian operatorA by
2Ri . We remark that for complex eigenvectors, the operatorsLiH, HLi , HRi andA reduce to
the same complex operator,

iH 5 i (
r 51

n

l rC rC r
† .

We conclude this section by giving an explicit example of quaternionic Hermitian operato
a finite two-dimensional space state. Let

A5S 2 i 3 j

3 j i D ~13!

be an anti-Hermitian operator. An easy computation shows that the eigenvalues and the eig
tors of this operator are given by

$2i ,4i % and H 1

&
S i

j D ,
1

&
S k
1D J .

It is immediate to verify thatiA andAi are characterized by complex eigenvalues and so ca
represent quaternionic observables. In quaternionic quantum mechanics with quaternionic
etry, the quaternionic observable corresponding to the anti-Hermitian operator of Eq.~13! is given
by the Hermitian operator,

H5C12C1
†1C24C2

†5S 3 k

2k 3D . ~14!

Within a quaternionic quantum mechanics with complex geometry, a second equivalent defi
of the quaternionic observable corresponding to the anti-Hermitian operator of Eq.~13! is given by
the complex linear Hermitian operator,

H̃5S 2 i 3 j

3 j i DRi . ~15!

V. THE QUATERNIONIC SCHRÖDINGER EQUATION

For simplicity, we shall assume a one-dimensional description. In the standard formulat
quantum mechanics, the wave function of a particle whose potential energy isV(x,t) must satisfy
the Schro¨dinger equation,

i \ ] tF~x,t !5H F~x,t !5S 2
\2

2m
]xx1V~x,t ! DF~x,t !. ~16!
aded 23 Apr 2001 to 143.106.96.190. Redistribution subject to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jmp/jmpcr.jsp
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Let us modify the previous equation by introducing the quaternionic potential,

@V1h•V#~x,t !.

The i -part of this quaternionic potential violates the norm conservation. In fact,

] t E
2`

1`

dx F̄ F5E
2`

1`

dx F \

2m
F̄ i ]xxF2

\

2m
~]xxF̄!i F2

1

\
F̄$ i ,h%•VFG

5
2

\ E
2`

1`

dx F̄ V1F.

The j /k-part of h•V is responsible for T-violation.4 To show that, we briefly discuss the tim
reversal invariance in quaternionic quantum mechanics. The quaternionic Schro¨dinger equation in
the presence of a quaternionic potential which preserves norm conservation, is given by4,15,16,36

i \ ] tF~x,t !5@H2 j W#F~x,t !, ~17!

whereWPC. Evidently, quaternionic conjugation,

2\ ] tF̄~x,t !i 5H F̄~x,t !1F̄~x,t ! j W,

does not yield a time-reversed version of the original Schro¨dinger equation

2 i \ ] tFT~x,2t !5@H2 j W#FT~x,2t !. ~18!

To understand why the T-violation is proportional to thej /k-part of the quaternionic potential, le
us consider a real potentialW. Then, the Schro¨dinger equation has a T-invariance. By multiplyin
Eq. ~17! by j from the left, we have

2 i \ ] t j F~x,t !5@H2 j W# j F~x,t !, WPR,

which has the same form of Eq.~18!. Thus,

FT~x,2t !5 j F~x,t !.

A similar discussion applies for imaginary complex potentialWP i R. In this case, we find

FT~x,2t !5k F~x,t !.

However, when bothV2 andV3 are nonzero, i.e.,WPC, this construction does not work, and th
quaternionic physics is T-violating. The system of neutral kaons is the natural candidate to
the presence ofeffectivequaternionic potentials,V1h•V. In studying such a system, we need
V1 andV2,3 in order to include the decay rates ofKS/KL and CP-violation effects.

A. Quaternionic stationary states

For stationary states,

V~x,t !5V~x! and W~x,t !5W~x!,

we look for solutions of the Schro¨dinger equation of the form

F~x,t !5C~x!z~ t !. ~19!

Substituting~19! in the quaternionic Schro¨dinger equation, we obtain

i \ C~x!ż~ t !5@H2 j W~x!#C~x!z~ t !. ~20!
aded 23 Apr 2001 to 143.106.96.190. Redistribution subject to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jmp/jmpcr.jsp
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Multiplying by 2C̄(x) i from the left and byz̄(t) from the right, we find

\ ż~ t !z̄~ t !/uz~ t !u25C̄~x!@2 i H1k W~x!#C~x!/uC~x!u2. ~21!

In this equation we have a function oft on the left-hand side and a function ofx on the right-hand
side. The previous equality is only possible if

\ ż~ t !z̄~ t !/ uz~ t !u25C̄~x!@2 i H1k W~x!#C~x!/uC~x!u25q, ~22!

where q is a quaternionic constant. The energy operator2 i H1k W(x) represents an anti
Hermitian operator. Consequently, its eigenvalues are purely imaginary quaternions,q5h•E. By
applying the unitary transformationu,

ū h•E u52 i E, E5AE1
21E2

21E3
2,

Eq. ~22! becomes

\ ū ż~ t !z̄~ t !u/uz~ t !u25ū C̄~x!@2 i H 1k W~x!#C~x!u/uC~x!u252 i E. ~23!

The solutionF(x,t) of the Schro¨dinger equation is not modified by this similarity transformatio
In fact,

F~x,t !→C~x!u ū z~ t !5C~x!z~ t !.

By observing thatuF(x,t)u25uC(x)u2uz(t)u2, the norm conservation impliesuz(t)u2 constant.
Without loss of generality, we can chooseuz(t)u251. Consequently, by equating the first and t
third term in Eq.~23! and solving the corresponding equation, we find

z~ t !5exp@2 iEt/\#z~0!, ~24!

with z(0) unitary quaternion. Note that the position ofz(0) in Eq.~24! is very important. In fact,
it can be shown thatz(0)exp@2iEt/\# is not solution of Eq.~23!. Finally, to complete the solution
of the quaternionic Schro¨dinger equation, we must determineC(x) by solving the following
second order~right complex linear! differential equation,

F i
\2

2m
]xx2 i V~x!1k W~x!GC~x!52C~x!i E. ~25!

B. Real potential

For W(x)50, Eq. ~25! becomes

F \2

2m
]xx2V~x!G$@C~x!#C2 j @ j C~x!#C%5 i $@C~x!#C2 j @ j C~x!#C% i E. ~26!

Consequently,

F \2

2m
]xx2V~x!G@C~x!#C52@C~x!#C E,

and

F \2

2m
]xx2V~x!G@ j C~x!#C5@ j C~x!#C E.
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By solving these complex equations, we find

C~x!5expFA2m

\2 ~V2E! xG k11expF2A2m

\2 ~V2E! xG k21 j

3H expFA2m

\2 ~V1E! xG k31expF2A2m

\2 ~V1E! xG k4J ,

wherekn , n51, . . . ,4, arecomplex coefficients determined by the initial conditions.

C. Free particles

For free particles,V(x)5W(x)50, the previous solution reduces to

C~x!5expF i
p

\
x Gk11expF2 i

p

\
x G k21 j H expF p

\
x Gk31expF2

p

\
x Gk4J ,

wherep5A2mE. For scattering problems with a wave function incident from the left on qua
nionic potentials, we have

C~x!5expF i
p

\
xG1r expF2 i

p

\
x G1 j r̃ expF p

\
xG , ~27!

where ur u2 is the standard coefficient of reflection andu r̃ exp@(p/\) x#u2 represents an additiona
evanescent probability of reflection. In our study of quaternionic potentials, we shall deal wi
rectangular potential barrier of widtha. In this case, the particle is free forx,0, where the
solution is given by~27!, andx.a, where the solution is

C~x!5t expF i
p

\
x G1 j t̃ expF2

p

\
xG . ~28!

Note that, in Eqs.~27! and~28!, we have, respectively, omitted the complex exponential solu
exp@2(p/\)x# and exp@(p/\)x# which are in conflict with the boundary condition thatC(x) remain
finite asx→2` andx→`. In Eq. ~28!, we have also omitted the complex exponential solut
exp@2i(p/\)x# because we are considering a wave incident from the left.

VI. QUATERNIONIC LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION

Consider the second order quaternionic linear differential operator,

DH5]xx1~a01L•a!]x1b01L•bPAH^ O.

We are interested in finding the solution of the quaternionic linear differential equation,

DH w~x!50. ~29!

In analogy to the complex case, we look for solutions of exponential form

w~x!5exp@qx#,

whereqPH andxPR. To satisfy Eq.~29!, the constantq has to be a solution of the quaternion
quadratic equation,38–41

q21~a01h•a!q1b01h•b50. ~30!
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A. Quaternionic quadratic equation

To simplify our discussion, it is convenient to modify Eq.~30! by removing the real constan
a0 . To do this, we introduce a new quaternionic constantp defined byp5q1 a0/2. The quadratic
equation~30! then becomes

p21h•a p1c01h•c50, ~31!

wherec05b02 a0
2/4 andc5b2 (a0/2)a. We shall give the solution of Eq.~31! in terms of real

constantc0 and of the real vectorsa andc. Let us analyze the following cases:

„i… aÃc50,

• aÞ0, cÞ0: „ii … a•c50,

„iii … aÃcÞ0Þa•c;
• a50, cÞ0;
• aÞ0, c50;
• a5c50.

• „i… aÃc50. In this casea andc are parallel vectors, so Eq.~31! can be easily reduced to
complex equation. In fact, by introducing the imaginary unitI5h•a/uau and observing thath•c
5I a, with aPR, we find

p21Iuaup1c01I a50,

whosecomplexsolutions are immediately found.
• „ii … a•c50. By observing thata, c and aÃc are orthogonal vectors, we can rearrange

imaginary part ofp, h•p, in terms of the new basis (a,c,aÃc), i.e.,

p5p01h•~x a1y c1z aÃc!. ~32!

Substituting~32! in Eq. ~31!, we obtain the following system of equations for the real variab
p0 , x, y andz:

R: p0
22(x21x)uau22y2 ucu22z2uau2ucu21c050,

h•a: p0(112 x)50,
h•c: 112 p0y2zuau250,
h•aÃc: y12 p0 z50.

The second equation,p0(112 x)50, impliesp050 and/orx52 1
2. For p050, it can be shown

that the solution of Eq.~31!, in terms ofp0 , x, y andz, is given by

p050, x52
1

2
6AD, y50, z5

1

uau2 , ~33!

where

D5
1

4
1

1

uau2 S c02
ucu2

uau2D>0.

For x52 1
2, we find

y52
2 p0

4 p0
21uau2

, z5
1

4 p0
21uau2 , ~34!

and
aded 23 Apr 2001 to 143.106.96.190. Redistribution subject to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jmp/jmpcr.jsp
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p0
25 1

4@6 2 Ac0
21ucu222 c02uau2#.

It is easily verified that

D<0⇒Ac0
21ucu22c0>

uau2

2
;

thus

p056 1
2
A2~Ac0

21ucu22c0!2uau2. ~35!

Summarizing, forDÞ0, we have two quaternionic solutions,p1Þp2 ,

D.0 : p050,

x52 1
2 6AD,

y50,

z5
1

uau2
; ~36!

D,0 : p056 1
2
A2~Ac0

21ucu22c0!2uau2,

x52 1
2 ,

y52
2 p0

4 p0
21uau2 ,

z5
1

4 p0
21uau2 . ~37!

For D50, these solutions tend to the same solutionp15p2 given by

D50 : p050, x52
1

2
, y50, z5

1

uau2
. ~38!

• „iii … aÃcÞ0Þa•c. In discussing this case, we introduce the vectord5c2d0 a, d05a
•c/uau2 and the imaginary part ofp in terms of the orthogonal vectorsa, d andaÃd,

p5p01h•~x a1y d1z aÃd!. ~39!

By using this decomposition, from Eq.~31! we obtain the following system of real equations:

R: p0
22(x21x)uau22y2 udu22z2 uau2udu21c050,

h•a: p0(112 x)1d050,
h•d; 112 p0 y2z uau250,
h•aÃd: y12 p0z50.

The second equation of this system,p0(112 x)1d050, impliesp0Þ0 sinced0Þ0. Therefore,
we have
aded 23 Apr 2001 to 143.106.96.190. Redistribution subject to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jmp/jmpcr.jsp
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x52
p01d0

2p0
, y52

2p0

4p0
21uau2

, z5
1

4p0
21uau2

, ~40!

and

16w318@ uau212c0#w214F uau2~c02d0
2!1

uau4

4
2udu2Gw2d0

2uau450, ~41!

wherew5p0
2. By using the Descartes rule of signs it can be proved that Eq.~41! has only one real

positive solution,38 w5a2, aPR. This impliesp056 a. Thus, we also find two quaternioni
solutions.

• a50 andcÞ0. By introducing the imaginarycomplexunit I5h•c/ucu, we can reduce Eq
~31! to the followingcomplexequation:

p21c01Iucu50.

• aÞ0 andc50. This case is similar to the previous one. We introduce the imaginarycomplex
unit I5h•a/uau and reduce Eq.~31! to thecomplexequation,

p21I uaup1c050.

• a5c50. Equation~31! becomes

p21c050.

For c052a2, aPR, we find two real solutions. Forc05a2, we obtain aninfinite number of
quaternionic solutions, i.e.,p5h•p, whereupu5uau.

Let us resume our discussion on a quaternionic linear quadratic equation. Fora50 and/orc
50 and foraÃc50 we can reduce quaternionic linear quadratic equations tocomplexequations.
For non null vectors satisfyinga•c50 or aÃcÞ0Þa•c, we haveeffectivequaternionic equations
In these cases, we always find two quaternionic solutions~36!, ~37! and~40!–~41!. Fora•c50 and
D50, these solutions tend to the same solution~38!. Finally, the fundamental theorem of algeb
is lost for arestrictedclass of quaternionic quadratic linear equations, namely

q21a250, aPR.

B. Second order quaternionic differential equations with constant coefficients

Due to the quaternionic linearity from the right of Eq.~29!, we look for general solutions
which are of the form

w~x!5w1~x!c11w2~x!c2 ,

wherew1(x) andw2(x) represent two linear independent solutions of Eq.~29! andc1 andc2 are
quaternionic constants fixed by the initial conditions. In analogy to the complex case, w
distinguish between quaternionic linear dependent and independent solutions by constru
Wronskian functional. To do this, we need to define a quaternionic determinant. Due t
noncommutative nature of quaternions, the standard definition of the determinant must be r
The study of quaternionic, complex and real functionals, extending the complex determin
quaternionic matrices, has been extensively developed in quaternionic linear algebra.46–49 In a
recent paper,50 we find an interesting discussion on the impossibility to obtain a quaterni
functional with the main properties of the complex determinant. For quaternionic matrices,M , a
real positivefunctional,udetMu5Adet@MM†#, which reduces to the absolute value of the stand
aded 23 Apr 2001 to 143.106.96.190. Redistribution subject to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jmp/jmpcr.jsp
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determinant for complex matrices, was introduced by Study51 and its properties axiomatized b
Dieudonne´.52 The details can be found in the excellent survey paper of Aslaksen.53 This functional
allows us to construct a real positive Wronskian,31

W~x!5UdetS w1~x! w2~x!

ẇ1~x! ẇ2~x!
D U

5uw1~x!iẇ2~x!2ẇ1~x!w1
21~x!w2~x!u

5uw2~x!iẇ1~x!2ẇ2~x!w2
21~x!w1~x!u

5uẇ1~x!iw2~x!2w1~x!ẇ1
21~x!ẇ2~x!u

5uẇ2~x!iw1~x!2w2~x!ẇ2
21~x!ẇ1~x!u.

Solutions of Eq.~29!,

w1,2~x!5exp@q1,2 x#5expF S p1,22
a0

2 D xG ,
are given in terms of the solutions of the quadratic equation~31!, p1,2, and of the real variablex.
In this case, the Wronskian becomes

W~x!5up12p2i exp@q1x#i exp@q2x#u.

This functional allows us to distinguish between quaternionic linear dependent (W50) and inde-
pendent (WÞ0) solutions. A generalization for quaternionic second order differential equa
with nonconstant coefficients should be investigated.

For p1Þp2 , the solution of Eq.~29! is then given by

w~x!5expF2
a0

2
xG$exp@p1 x#c11exp@p2 x#c2%. ~42!

As observed at the end of the previous subsection, the fundamental theorem of algebra is
a restricted class of quaternionic quadratic equation, i.e.,p21a250 whereaPR. For these
equations we find an infinite number of solutions,p5h•a with uau25a2. Nevertheless, the
general solution of the second order differential equation,

ẅ~x!1a2 w~x!50, ~43!

is also expressed in terms oftwo linearly independent exponential solutions,

w~x!5exp@ i a x#c11exp@2 i a x#c2 . ~44!

Note that any other exponential solution, exp@h•a x#, can be written as a linear combination
exp@i a x# and exp@2i a x#,

exp@h•a x#5
1

2a
$exp@ i a x#~a2 i h•a!1exp@2 i a x#~a1 i h•a!%.

As a consequence, the loss of the fundamental theorem of algebra for quaternions donot
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represent an obstacle in solving second order quaternionic linear differential equations wit
stant coefficients. To complete our discussion, we have to examine the casep15p2 . From Eq.
~38! we find

p15p252
hÃa

2
1

1

uau2
h•aÃS b2

a0

2
aD ,

Thus, a first solution of the differential equation~29! is

j~x!5expH Fh•S aÃb

uau2
2

a

2D2
a0

2 GxJ .

For aÃb50, we can immediately obtain a second linearly independent solution by multip
exp@2 (a/2)x# by x, h(x)5x j(x). For aÃbÞ0, the second linearly independent solution take
more complicated form, i.e.,

h~x!5S x1
h•a

uau2D j~x!. ~45!

It can easily be shown thath(x) is a solution of the differential equation~29!,

ḧ~x!1a ḣ~x!1b h~x!

5Fx~q21a q1b!12 q1a1
h•a

uau2 ~q21a q!1b
h•a

uau2G j~x!

5S 2 q1a1Fb,
h•a

uau2G D j~x!

5S 2 h•
aÃb

uau2 1Fh•b,
h•a

uau2G D j~x!50.

Thus, forp15p25p5h•((aÃb)/uau2 2a/2, the general solution of the differential equation~29!
is given by

w~x!5expF2
a0

2
xG H exp@p x#c11S x1

h•a

uau2D exp@p x#c2J . ~46!

C. Diagonalization and Jordan form

To find the general solution of linear differential equations, we can also use quatern
formulations of eigenvalue equations, matrix diagonalization and Jordan form. The quater
linear differential equation~29! can be written in matrix form as follows:

Ḟ~x!5M F~x!, ~47!

where

M5S 0 1

2b 2aD and F~x!5Fw~x!

ẇ~x!
G .

By observing thatx is real, the formal solution of the matrix equation~47! is given by

F~x!5exp@M x#F~0!, ~48!
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whereF(0) represents a constant quaternionic column vector determined by the initial cond
w(0), ẇ(0) and exp@M x#5(n50

` @(Mx)n/n!#. In the sequel, we shall use right eigenvalue equati
for quaternionic linear matrix operators equations,

M F5F q. ~49!

Without loss of generality, we can work withcomplexeigenvalue equations. By settingC
5Fu, from the previous equation, we have

M C5M Fu5F q u5Fu ūqu5C z, ~50!

wherezPC andu is a unitary quaternion. In a recent paper,31 we find a complete discussion of th
eigenvalue equation for quaternionic matrix operators. In such a paper was shown that th
plex counterpart of the matrixM has an eigenvalue spectrum characterized by eigenvalues w
appear in conjugate pairs$z1 ,z̄1 ,z2 ,z̄2%. Let C1 andC2 be the quaternionic eigenvectors corr
sponding to the complex eigenvaluesz1 andz2 ,

M C15C1 z1 and M C25C2 z2 .

It can be shown that foruz1uÞuz2u, the eigenvectorsC1 andC2 are linearly independent onH and
consequently there exists a 232 quaternionic matrixS5@C1 C2# which diagonalizesM ,

exp@M x#5SexpF S z1 0

0 z2
D xG S215S S exp@z1x# 0

0 exp@z2x#
D S21.

In this case, the general solution of the quaternionic differential equation can be written in
of the elements of the matricesS andS21 and of the complex eigenvaluesz1 andz2 ,

Fw~x!

ẇ~x!G5S S11exp@z1x# S12exp@z2x#

S21exp@z1x# S22exp@z2x#
D FS11

21 w~0!1S12
21 ẇ~0!

S21
21 w~0!1S22

21 ẇ~0!
G .

Hence,

w~x!5S11exp@z1 x#@S11
21 w~0!1S12

21 ẇ~0!#

1S12exp@z2 x#@S21
21 w~0!1S22

21 ẇ~0!#

5exp@S11z1~S11!
21 x#S11@S11

21 w~0!1S12
21 ẇ~0!#

1exp@S12z2~S12!
21 x#S12@S21

21 w~0!1S22
21 ẇ~0!#

5exp@S21~S11!
21 x#S11@S11

21 w~0!1S12
21 ẇ~0!#

1exp@S22~S12!
21 x#S12@S21

21 w~0!1S22
21 ẇ~0!#. ~51!

We remark that a different choice of the eigenvalue spectrum doesnot modify the solution~51!.
In fact, by taking the following quaternionic eigenvalue spectrum:

$q1 ,q2%5$ū1z1u1 ,ū2z2u2%, uq1uÞuq2u, ~52!

and observing that the corresponding linearly independent eigenvectors are given by

$ F15C1u1 ,F25C2u2%, ~53!

we obtain
aded 23 Apr 2001 to 143.106.96.190. Redistribution subject to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jmp/jmpcr.jsp
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M5@F1 F2#diag$q1 ,q2%@F1 F2#21

5@C1u1 C2u2#diag$ū1z1u1 ,ū2z2u2%@C1u1 C2u2#21

5@C1 C2#diag$z1 ,z2%@C1 C2#21.

Let us now discuss the caseuz1u5uz2u. If the eigenvectors$Ca ,Cb%, corresponding to the eigen
value spectrum$z,z%, are linearly independent onH, we can obviously repeat the previous di
cussion and diagonalize the matrix operatorM by the 232 quaternionic matrixU5@C1 C2#.
Then, we find

w~x!5exp@U11z~U11!
21 x#U11@U11

21 w~0!1U12
21 ẇ~0!#

1exp@U12z~U12!
21 x#U12@U21

21 w~0!1U22
21 ẇ~0!#

5exp@U21~U11!
21 x#U11@11

21 w~0!1U12
21 ẇ~0!#

1exp@U22~U12!
21 x#U12@U21

21 w~0!1U22
21 ẇ~0!#. ~54!

For linearly dependent eigenvectors, we cannot construct a matrix which diagonalizes the
operatorM . Nevertheless, we can transform the matrix operatorM to Jordan form,

M5J S z 1

0 zD J21. ~55!

It follows that the solution of our quaternionic differential equation can be written as

F~x!5J expF S z 1

0 zD xG J21 F~0!5S J11 x J111J12

J21 x J211J22
D exp@zx#FJ11

21 w~0!1J12
21 ẇ~0!

J21
21 w~0!1J22

21 ẇ~0!
G .

Thus,

w~x!5J11exp@z x#@J11
21 w~0!1J12

21 ẇ~0!#

1~x J111J12!exp@z x#@J21
21 w~0!1J22

21 ẇ~0!#

5exp@J11z~J11!
21 x#J11@J11

21 w~0!1J12
21 ẇ~0!#

1@x1J12~J11!
21#exp@J11z~J11!

21 x#

3J11@J21
21 w~0!1J22

21 ẇ~0!#

5exp@J21~J11!
21 x#J11@J11

21 w~0!1J12
21 ẇ~0!#

1@x1J12~J11!
21#exp@J21~J11!

21 x#

3J11@J21
21 w~0!1J22

21 ẇ~0!#. ~56!

The last equality in the previous equation follows from the use of Eq.~55! and the definition ofM .
Finally, the general solution of the quaternionic differential equation~29! can be given by

solving the corresponding eigenvalue problem. We conclude this section by observing th
quaternionic exponential solution, exp@q x#, can also be written in terms of complex exponent
solutions,u exp@z x#u21, whereq5u z u21. The elements of the similarity transformationsS, U or
J and the complex eigenvalue spectrum ofM determine the quaternionu and the complex numbe
z. This form for exponential solutions will be very useful in solving complex linear differen
equations with constant coefficients. In fact, due to the presence of the right acting operatRi ,
we cannot use quaternionic exponential solutions for complex linear differential equations.
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VII. COMPLEX LINEAR QUATERNIONIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

Consider now the second order complex linear quaternionic differential operator,

DC5@a021L•a21~b021L•b2!Ri #]xx

1@a011L•a11~b011L•b1!Ri #]x

1a001L•a01~b001L•b0!Ri

PAC^ O,

and look for solutions of the complex linear quaternionic differential equation,

DC w~x!50. ~57!

Due to the presence ofRi in ~57!, the general solution of the complex linear quaternionic diff
ential equation cannot be given in terms of quaternionic exponentials. In matrix form, Eq~57!
reads as

Ḟ~x!5MC F~x!, ~58!

where

MC5S 0 1

2bC 2aC
D and F~x!5Fw~x!

ẇ~x!
G .

The complex counterpart of complex linear quaternionic matrix operatorMC has an eigenvalue
spectrum characterized by four complex eigenvalues$z1 ,z2 ,z3 ,z4%. It can be shown thatMC is
diagonalizable if and only if its complex counterpart is diagonalizable. For diagonalizable m
operatorMC , we can find a complex linear quaternionic linear similarity transformationSC which
reduces the matrix operatorMC to diagonal form,31

MC5SCS z11 z̄2

2
1

z12 z̄2

2i
Ri 0

0
z31 z̄4

2
1

z32 z̄4

2i
Ri

D SC
21 .

It is immediate to verify that

H S 1
0D , S j

0D , S 0
1D , S 0

j D J
are eigenvectors of the diagonal matrix operator,

S z11 z̄2

2
1

z12 z̄2

2i
Ri 0

0
z31 z̄4

2
1

z32 z̄4

2i
Ri

D ,

with right complex eigenvaluesz1 , z2 , z3 andz4 . The general solution of the differential equatio
~57! can be given in terms of these complex eigenvalues,
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w~x!5SC 11expF S z11 z̄2

2
1

z12 z̄2

2i
Ri D xG@SC 11

21 w~0!1SC 12
21 ẇ~0!#

1SC 12expF S z31 z̄4

2
1

z32 z̄4

2i
Ri D xG@SC 21

21 w~0!1SC 22
21 ẇ~0!#

5u1 exp@z1 x#k11u2 exp@z2 x#k2

1u3 exp@z3 x#k31u4 exp@z4 x#k4 , ~59!

wherekn are complex coefficients determined by the initial conditions. This solution holds
diagonalizable matrix operatorMC . For nondiagonalizable matrix operators we need to find
similarity transformationJC which reducesMC to the Jordan form. For instance, it can be sho
that for equal eigenvalues,z15z2 , the general solution of the differential equation~57! is

w~x!5u exp@z x#k11~u x1ũ!exp@z x#k21u3 exp@z3 x#k31u4 exp@z4 x#k4 . ~60!

A. Schrö dinger equation

Let us now examine the complex linear Schro¨dinger equation in the presence of a const
quaternionic potential,

F \2

2m
]xx2V1 j WGC~x!5 i C~x!i E. ~61!

In this case, the complex linear matrix operator,

MC5S 0 1

2bC 0D , bC5V2 j W1 i E Ri ,

represents a diagonalizable operator. Consequently, the general solution of the Schro¨dinger equa-
tion is given by

w~x!5u1 exp@z1 x#k11u2 exp@z2 x#k21u3 exp@z3 x#k31u4 exp@z4 x#k4 . ~62!

The quaternionsun and the complex eigenvalueszn are obtained by solving the eigenvalue equ
tion for the complex linear operatorMC . We can also obtain the general solution of Eq.~61! by
substitutingu exp@A2m/\2 z x# in the Schro¨dinger equation. We find the following quaternion
equation:

u z22~V2 j W!u2 i E u i50,

whereu5zu1 j z̃u . This equation can be written as two complex equations:

@z22~V2E!#zu2W̄z̃u5@z22~V1E!# z̃u1W zu50.

An easy calculation shows thatz satisfies the complex equation,

z422 V z21V21uWu22E250, ~63!

whose roots are

z1,256 AV2AE22uWu256 z2 and z3,456 AV1AE22uWu256 z1 . ~64!

By setting (u1,2)C5(2 ju3,4)C51, we find
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u25S 11 j
W

E1AE22uWu2D and u15S W̄

E1AE22uWu2
1 j D . ~65!

The solution of the complex linear quaternionic Schro¨dinger equation is then given by

C~x!5u2 H expFA2m

\2 z2 xG k11expF2 A2m

\2 z2 xG k2J
1u1 H expFA2m

\2 z1 xG k31expF2 A2m

\2 z1 xG k4J . ~66!

Equation~63! can also be obtained by multiplying the complex linear Schro¨dinger equation~61!
from the left by the operator,

\2

2m
]xx2V2 j W.

This gives

F S \2

2mD 2

]xxxx22
\2

2m
V ]xx1V21uWu2GC~x!5 i F \2

2m
]xx2V1 j WGC~x!i E

5E2 C~x!.

By substituting the exponential solutionu exp@A2m/\2 z x# in the previous equation, we imme
diately re-obtain Eq.~63!.

VIII. QUATERNIONIC CONSTANT POTENTIALS

Of all Schrödinger equations the one for a constant potential is mathematically the sim
The reason for resuming the study of the Schro¨dinger equation with such a potential is that t
qualitative features of a physical potential can often be approximated reasonably well by a
tial which is pieced together from a number of constant portions.

A. The potential step

Let us consider the quaternionic potential step,

V~x!2 j W~x!5H 0, x,0,

V2 j W, x.0,

where V and W represent constant potentials. For scattering problems with a wave fun
incident from the left on the quaternionic potential step, the complex linear quaternionic S¨-
dinger equation has the solution

C~x!55
x,0: expF i

p

\
x G1r expF2 i

p

\
x G1 j r̃ expF p

\
x G ;

x.0: u2 t expFA2m

\2 z2 xG1u1 t̃ expF2 A2m

\2 z1 xG @E.AV21uWu2#,

u2 t expF2A2m

\2 z2 xG1u1 t̃ expF2 A2m

\2 z1 xG @E,AV21uWu2#,

~67!

where r , r̃ , t and t̃ are complex coefficients to be determined by matching the wave func
C(x) and its slope at the discontinuity of the potentialx50.
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For E.AV21uWu2, the complex exponential solutions of the quaternionic Schro¨dinger equa-
tion are characterized by

z25 i AAE22uWu22VP i R and z15AAE22uWu21VPR.

The complex linearly independent solutions,

u2 expF2A2m

\2 z2 xG and u1 expFA2m

\2 z1 xG ,
have been omitted,k25k350 in ~66!, because we are considering a wave incident from the
and because the second complex exponential solution, exp@A2m/\2 z1 x#, is in conflict with the
boundary condition thatC(x) remain finite asx→`. The standard result of complex quantu
mechanics are immediately recovered by consideringW50 and taking the complex part of th
quaternionic solution.

For E,AV21uWu2, the complex exponential solutions of the quaternionic Schro¨dinger equa-
tion are characterized by

z25AV2AE22uWu2, z15AV1AE22uWu2 PR @E.uWu#,

z65~V21uWu22E2!1/4expF6 i
u

2G , tanu5
AuWu22E2

V
PC @E,uWu#.

The complex linearly independent solutions,

u2 expFA2m

\2 z2 xG and u1 expFA2m

\2 z1 xG ,
have been omitted,k15k350 in ~66!, because they are in conflict with the boundary condit
that C(x) remain finite asx→`.

A relation between the complex coefficients of reflection and transmission can immediat
obtained by the continuity equation,

] tr~x,t !1]xJ~x,t !50, ~68!

where

r~x,t !5F̄~x,t !F~x,t !,

and

J~x,t !5
\

2m
$@]xF̄~x,t !# i F~x,t !2F̄~x,t !i ]xF~x,t !%.

Note that, due to the noncommutative nature of the quaternionic wave functions, the posit
the imaginary uniti in the probability current densityJ(x,t) is important to recover a continuity
equation in quaternionic quantum mechanics. For stationary states,F(x,t)
5C(x)exp@2i (E/\)t#z(0), it can easily be shown that the probability current density,

J~x,t !5
\

2m
z̄~0!expF i

E

\
t G$@]xC̄~x!# i C~x!2C̄~x!i ]xC~x!% expF2 i

E

\
t Gz~0!,

must be independent ofx, J(x,t)5 f (t). Hence,
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\

2m
$@]xC̄~x!# i C~x!2C̄~x!i ]xC~x!%5expF2 i

E

\
t G z~0! f ~ t !z̄~0!expF i

E

\
t G5a,

wherea is a real constant. This implies that the quantity

J5
p

2m
$@]xC̄~x!# i C~x!2C̄~x!i ]xC~x!%,

has the same value at all pointsx. In the free potential region,x,0, we find

J25
p

m
~12ur u2!.

In the potential region,x.0, we obtain

J15HA2

m
~AE22uWu22V! F12S uWu

E1AE22uWu2
D 2G utu2 @E.AV21uWu2#,

0 @E,AV21uWu2#.

Finally, for stationary states, the continuity equation leads to

ur u21
AE22uWu22V

E F12S uWu

E1AE22uWu2
D 2G utu251 @E.AV21uWu2#,

~69!

ur u251 @E,AV21uWu2#.

Thus, by using the concept of a probability current, we can define the following coefficien
transmission and reflection:

R5ur u2, T5
AE22uWu22V

E F12S uWu

E1AE22uWu2
D 2G utu2 @E.AV21uWu2#,

R5ur u2, T50 @E,AV21uWu2#.

These coefficients give the probability for the particle, arriving fromx52`, to pass the potentia
step atx50 or to turn back. The coefficientsR andT depend only on the ratiosE/V anduWu/V.
The predictions of complex quantum mechanics are recovered by settingW50.

B. The rectangular potential barrier

In our study of quaternionic potentials, we now reach the rectangular potential barrier,

V~x!2 j W~x!5H 0, x,0,

V2 j W, 0,x,a,

0, x.a.

For scattering problems with a wave function incident from the left on the quaternionic pote
barrier, the complex linear quaternionic Schro¨dinger equation has the solution
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C~x!5

¦

x,0: expF i
p

\
x G1r expF2 i

p

\
x G1 j r̃ expF p

\
x G ;

0,x,a: u2 H expFA2m

\2 z2 xG k11expF2 A2m

\2 z2 xG k2J
1u1 H expFA2m

\2 z1 xG k31expF2 A2m

\2 z1 xG k4J ;

x.a: t expF i
p

\
x G1 j t̃ expF2

p

\
x G .

~70!

The complex coefficientsr , r̃ , t and t̃ are determined by matching the wave functionC(x) and
its slope at the discontinuity of the potentialx50 and will depend onuWu.

By using the continuity equation, we immediately find the following relation between
transmission,T5utu2, and reflection,R5ur u2, coefficients

R1T51. ~71!

C. The rectangular potential well

Finally, we briefly discuss the quaternionic rectangular potential well,

V~x!2 j W~x!5H 0, x,0,

2V1 j W, 0,x,a,

0, x.a.

In the potential region, the solution of the complex linear quaternionic Schro¨dinger equation is
then given by

C~x!5u2 H expFA2m

\2 z2 xG k11expF2 A2m

\2 z2 xG k2J
1u1 H expFA2m

\2 z1 xG k31expF2 A2m

\2 z1 xG k4J , ~72!

where

u25S 12 j
W

E1AE22uWu2
D , u15S j 2

W̄

E1AE22uWu2
D ,

and

z25 i AAE22uWu21V, z15AAE22uWu22V.

Depending on whether the energy is positive or negative, we distinguish two separate ca
E.0, the particle is unconfined and is scattered by the potential; ifE,0, it is confined and in a
bound state. We limit ourselves to discussing the caseE,0. For uWu,uEu,AV21uWu2, solution
~72! becomes
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u2 H expF i A2m

\2
AAE22uWu21V xG k11expF2 i A2m

\2
AAE22uWu21V xG k2J

1u1 H expF i A2m

\2
AV2AE22uWu2 xG k31expF2 i A2m

\2
AV2AE22uWu2 xG k4J .

~73!

For uEu,uWu, the solution is given by

u2H expFA2m

\2 r expF i
u1p

2
xG G k11expF2A2m

\2 r expF i
u2p

2
xG G k2J

1u1 H expFA2m

\2 r expF i
p2u

2 G xG k31expF2 A2m

\2 r expF2 i
u1p

2
xG G k4J , ~74!

wherer5AV21uWu22E2 and tanu5AuWu22E2/V. In the region of zero potential, by using th
boundary conditions at large distances, we find

C~x!55 x,0: expF A2m

\2 uEu x G c11 j expF2 i A2m

\2 uEu x G c4 ;

x.a: expF2 A2m

\2 uEu x G d21 j expF i A2m

\2 uEu x G d3 .

~75!

The matching conditions at the discontinuities of the potential yield the energy eigenvalues

IX. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have discussed the resolution of quaternionic,DH w(x)50, and complex,
DC w(x)50, linear differential equations with constant coefficients within a quaternionic for
lation of quantum mechanics. We emphasize that the onlyquaternionic quadraticequation in-
volved in the study of second order linear differential equations with constant coefficients is
by Eq. ~30! following from DH w(x)50. Due to the right action of the factori in complex linear
differential equations, we cannot factorize a quaternionic exponential and consequently we
able to obtain aquaternionic quadraticequation fromDC w(x)50. Complex linear differential
equations can be solved by searching for quaternionic solutions of the formq exp@z x#, whereq
PH andzPC. The complex exponential factorization gives acomplex quarticequation. A similar
discussion can be extended to real linear differential equations,DR w(x)50. In this case, the
presence of left/right operatorsL and R in DR requires quaternionic solutions of the for
q exp@l x#, where qPH and lPR. A detailed discussion of real linear differential equatio
deserves a further investigation.

The use of quaternionic mathematical structures in solving the complex linear Schro¨dinger
equation could represent an important direction for the search of new physics. The open q
of whether quaternions could play a significant role in quantum mechanics is strictly related
whole understanding of resolutions of quaternionic differential equations and eigenvalue
lems. The investigation presented in this work is only a first step towards a whole theo
quaternionic differential, integral and functional equations. Obviously, due to the great varie
problems in using a noncommutative field, it is very difficult to define the precise limit of
subject.
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APPENDIX A: QUATERNIONIC LINEAR QUADRATIC EQUATIONS

In this appendix, we give some examples of quaternionic linear quadratic equations; see
~i!–~iii ! and find their solutions.

• „i…: p21&( i 1 j )p2122&( i 1 j )50.
In solving such an equation we observe thata5(&,&,0) andc52(2&,2&,0) are parallel

vectors,c522 a. Consequently, by introducing thecompleximaginary unitI5( i 1 j )/&, we can
reduce the quadratic quaternionic equation to the followingcomplexequation:

p212 I p2124 I50,

whose solutions arep1,252I62 AI. It follows that the quaternionic solutions are

p1,256&2~17& !
i 1 j

&
.

• „ii …: p21 i p1 1
2 k50, D50.

We note thata5(1,0,0) andc5(0,0,12) are orthogonal vectors andD50. So, we find two
coincident quaternionic solutions given by

p52
1

2
h•a1h•aÃc52

i 1 j

2
.

• „ii …: p21 j p112k50, D.0.
In this case,a5(0,1,0) andc5(0,0,21) are orthogonal vectors,c051 andD51/4. So,

p050, x52 1
2 6 1

2 , y50, z51.

By observing that

h•a5 j , h•c52k, h•aÃc52 i ,

we find the following quaternionic solutions:

p152 i and p252~ i 1 j !.

• „ii …: p21k p1 j 50, D,0.
We havea5(0,0,1), c5(0,1,0) andc050. Thena•c50 andD523/4. So,

p056 1
2 , x52 1

2 , y57 1
2 , z5 1

2 .

In this case,

h•a5k, h•c5 j , h•aÃc52 i ;

thus, the solutions are given by

p1,25
1
2 ~612 i 7 j 2k!.
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• „iii …: p21 i p111 i 1k50.
We havea5(1,0,0), c5(1,0,1) andc051. In this casea•cÞ0, so we introduce the quater

nion d01h•d511k, whose vectorial partd5c2d0a5(0,0,1) is orthogonal toa. The imaginary
part of our solution will be given in terms of the imaginary quaternions,

h•a5 i , h•d5k, h•aÃd52 j .

The real part ofp is determined by solving the equation

16p0
6124p0

423 p0
22150.

The real positive solution is given byp0
25 1

4. Consequently,

p056 1
2 , x52 1

2 71, y57 1
2 , z5 1

2 .

The quaternionic solutions are

p15 1
2 ~123i 2 j 2k! and p252 1

2 ~12 i 1 j 2k!.

APPENDIX B: QUATERNIONIC LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

We solve quaternionic linear differential equations whose characteristic equations are
by examples„i…–„iii … in Appendix A.

• „i…:ẅ~x!1&~ i 1 j !ẇ~x!2@112&~ i 1 j !#w~x!50, w~0!5 i , ẇ~0!5
11k

&
.

The exponential exp@p x# is solution of the previous differential equation if and only if th
quaternionp satisfies the following quadratic equation:

p21&~ i 1 j !p2122&~ i 1 j !50,

whose solutions are given by

p1,256&2~17& !
i 1 j

&
.

Consequently,

w~x!5expH F&2~12& !
i 1 j

&
G x J c11expH F2&2~11& !

i 1 j

&
G x J c2 .

By using the initial conditions, we find

w~x!5expF2
i 1 j

&
x G coshF S&1

i 1 j

&
D x G i .

• „ii …: ẅ~x!1~11 i !ẇ~x!1
21 i 1k

4
w~x!50, w~0!50, ẇ~0!52

11 i 1 j

2
.

We look for exponential solutions of the formw(x)5exp@q x#5exp@(p21
2)x#. The quaternionp

must satisfy the quadratic equation,

p21 i p1 1
2 k50.
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This equation implies

p15p252
i 1 j

2
.

Thus,

w1~x!5expF2
11 i 1 j

2
x G .

The second linearly independent solution is given by

w2~x!5~x1 i !expF2
11 i 1 j

2
x G .

By using the initial conditions, we find

w~x!5$ exp@q x#1~x1 i !exp@ qx# i %@11q21~11 i q !i #21,

whereq52(11 i 1 j )/2.

• „ii …: ẅ(x)1(21 j )ẇ(x)1(21 j 2k)w(x)50, w(0)5
12 i

2
, ẇ(0)5 j .

The exponential solutionw(x)5exp@q x#5exp@(p21)x# leads to

p21 j p112k50,

whose solutions are

p152 i and p252~ i 1 j !.

Consequently,

w~x!5exp@2 x#$ exp@2 i x#c11exp@2~ i 1 j !x#c2%.

The initial conditions yield

w~x!5exp@2 x#H exp@2 i x#
32 i 22 j

2
1exp@2 ~ i 1 j !x#~ j 21!J .

• „ii …: ẅ(x)1k ẇ(x)1 j w(x)50, w(0)5 i 1k, ẇ(0)51.

The characteristic equation is

p21k p1 j 50,

whose solutions are

p1,25
1
2 ~612 i 7 j 2k!.

Thus, the general solution of our differential equation reads as

w~x!5expF12 i 2 j 2k

2
x G c11expF2

11 i 2 j 1k

2
x G c2 .

By using the initial conditions, we obtain
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w~x!5H expF12 i 2 j 2k

2
x G1expF2

11 i 2 j 1k

2
x G J i 1k

2
.

• „iii …: ẅ(x)1( i 22)ẇ(x)1(21k)w(x)50, w(0)50, ẇ(0)5 j .
By substitutingw(x)5exp@q x#5exp@(p11)x# in the previous differential equation, we find

p21 i p111 i 1k50.

The solutions of this quadratic quaternionic equation are

p15 1
2 ~123i 2 j 2k! and p252 1

2 ~12 i 1 j 2k!.

So, the general solution of the differential equation is

w~x!5expF 123i 2 j 2k

2
x Gc11expF2

12 i 1 j 2k

2
x Gc2 .

By using the initial conditions, we obtain

w~x!5H expF 123i 2 j 2k

2
x G2expF2

12 i 1 j 2k

2
x G J j 2 i 12k

6
.

APPENDIX C: DIAGONALIZATION AND JORDAN FORM

In this appendix, we find the solution of quaternionic and complex linear differential equa
by using diagonalization and Jordan form.

1. Quaternionic linear differential equation

By using the discussion about quaternionic quadratic equation, it can immediately be s
that the solution of the following second order equation:

ẅ~x!1~k2 i !ẇ~x!2 j w~x!50,

with initial conditions

w~0!5
k

2
, ẇ~0!511

j

2
,

is given by

w~x!5S x1
k

2 D exp@ i x#.

Let us solve this differential equation by using its matrix form~47!, with

M5S 0 1

j i 2kD .

This quaternionic matrix can be reduced to its Jordan form,

M5J S i 1

0 i D J21,

by the matrix transformation
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J5S 1
k

2

i 11
j

2

D , J215S 31 j

4
2

i 1k

4

2
i 1k

2

12 j

2

D .

The solution of the quaternionic linear quaternionic differential equation is then given by

w~x!5J11exp@ i x#@J11
21 w~0!1J12

21 ẇ~0!#

1~x J111J12!exp@ i x#@J21
21 w~0!1J22

21 ẇ~0!#

5~x J111J12!exp@ i x#

5S x1
k

2 D exp@ i x#.

2. Complex linear differential equations

Let us now consider the complex linear quaternionic differential equation,

ẅ~x!2 j w~x!i 50,

with initial conditions

w~0!5 j , ẇ~0!5k.

To find particular solutions, we setw(x)5q exp@z x#. Consequently,

q z22 j q i 50.

The solution of the complex linear second order differential equation is

w~x!5 1
2@~ i 1 j !exp@2 ix#1~ j 2 i !coshx1~k21!sinhx#.

This solution can also be obtained by using the matrix

MC5S 0 1

j Ri 0D ,

and its diagonal form

MC5SC S 2 i Ri 0

0 i D SC
21 ,

where

SC5S 12 i 2 j 2k

2
1

12 i 1 j 1k

2
Ri

11 i 2 j 1k

2
2

11 i 1 j 2k

2
Ri

11 i 1 j 2k

2
2

11 i 2 j 1k

2
Ri 2

12 i 2 j 2k

2
1

12 i 1 j 1k

2
Ri

D
and
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SC
215

1

4S 11 i 1 j 1k

2
2

11 i 2 j 2k

2
Ri

12 i 2 j 1k

2
1

12 i 1 j 2k

2
Ri

12 i 1 j 2k

2
1

12 i 2 j 1k

2
Ri 2

11 i 1 j 1k

2
2

11 i 2 j 2k

2
Ri

D .

The solution of the complex linear quaternionic differential equation is then given by

w~x!5SC 11exp@2 i Ri x#@SC 11
21 w~0!1SC 12

21 ẇ~0!#

1SC 12exp@ ix#@SC 21
21 w~0!1SC 22

21 ẇ~0!#

5
1

4
$~12 i 1 j 2k!exp@2x#2~11 i 2 j 2k!exp@x#%

1
i 1 j

2
exp@2 ix#.
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